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News and Events from MVED, November 2020 (Edition 1)

Party Time in Mr.
Herr's Classroom
The students in Mr. Herr's class
enjoyed pizza, pop, and
"Remember the Titans".

Ice Cream Treats -
Yummy!
The PBIS committee was able
to provide treats to students
and staff. Thank you to
Jersey's Sweet Spot Icecream
Truck from New Ulm!

880 PRIDE slips and
counting.....
Principal Engel proudly tracks
the number of PRIDE slips
collected by our students so far
this year. Way to Go MVED
students.
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A Turtle Visits
MVED
This little guy visited many
classes, teaching students
about his kind.

A turtle and his
friend.
A member of the staff from the
Ecobus shows off this turtle's
unique features. The event was
sponsored by Project Gem.

This little snake
came to school.
A Gartner snake is venomous
to other animals, which is a fun
fact students learned.

A Note from PBIS Committee -
Pride Slips
Minnesota Valley School is in its second year of implementing
a School-Wide Behavioral Intervention and Supports called
"PBIS".
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) is a
proactive system approach to help parents and school staff
create and maintain a safe, supportive, learning environment while promoting life skills and
reducing negative behaviors so that all students can learn and succeed in school.
To remind the students of this, Minnesota Valley School developed the school-wide
P.R.I.D.E.expectations, which refer to the behaviors that are representative of the school
culture. The letters in P.R.I.D.E stand for Personal Accountability, Respect, Independence,
Determination, and Empathy. Every individual that enters the building is encouraged to meet
those school-wide behavioral expectations daily. When students exhibit P.R.I.D.E they get a

A message from Principal Engel
Minnesota Valley School students did a fantastic job at working hard both academically and
socially �rst quarter. They showed their PRIDE by showing personal accountability, respect,
independence, determination, and empathy. The students were excited to turn in their PRIDE
slips each week to me to see how far the graph was going to rise. I have been so impressed
by the students' willingness to follow the state guidelines of wearing masks, remaining six
feet from each other, and using hand sanitizer more often. MVS keep up the great work and I'm
excited to see what they will all accomplish in second quarter!!
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PRIDE slip that indicates what behavior they are demonstrating. Please ask your student if
they know what P.R.I.D.E. represents and if they have received any PRIDE slips.

Reminders
Please remember to

Wear a mask
Keep 6 feet from others
Wash hands frequently
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